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How to Find Us
Our office is located in the city centre of Frankfurt in
the newly built office complex ‘Die Welle’. Superb
hotels and excellent restaurants are located nearby.

Telephone
You can reach us under: +49 (0)69 970 8610

Fax
Or contact us by fax: +49 (0)69 970 861100

By Train/Public Transportation
Long distant trains and regional trains all stop at Frankfurt
Central Station (Hauptbahnhof). From there, the office can
be easily reached by using the local S-Bahn trains.
You can take any train heading towards the city centre
from Frankfurt Central Station. It is just one stop to the
“Taunusanlage” station which is the closest station to our
office. Take the exit “Alte Oper/An der Welle” and walk
through the little park in the direction of the Alte Oper
(opera house). You will pass the opera house on the right,
cross the street “Bockenheimer Anlage”, and the BLP
office “An der Welle 3” will be directly in front of you. The
building is shaped like wave. The walk takes about 5 to 10
minutes.
In case you want to reach us from the city centre, you can
either take any S-Bahn train going in the direction of
‘Haupfbahnhof’ and then get out at the stop
‘Taunusanlage’. Follow the walking directions above. You
can also take the subway U6 (Heerstraße) or U7 (Hausen)
to the station ‘Alte Oper’ and take the exit ‘An der Welle’.
Follow the directions mentioned above.

By Taxi
Taxis are readily available, either at designated taxi waiting
areas or you can order one by calling: +49 (0) 69 23 00 01.

By Car
Unfortunately there are no public parking spaces near our
office. Please contact our reception so that we can reserve a
parking space for you in our underground car park. The car
park is reached by following the instructions below, and then
driving 200 m past the ‘Alte Oper’. The entrance to the
underground car park is on the right. Please press the button
and wait until the security service answers. State your name
and that you want to visit Berwin Leighton Paisner. Security
will let you in and provide you with the allotted parking space.
Our parking spaces have the numbers 355-359 and are
located on the 2nd lower level.
If you are coming via motorway, all major motorways to
Frankfurt lead to “Westkreuz Frankfurt”. Once you come to
“Westkreuz Frankfurt” follow it until you reach the end of the
motorway (exit “Messe”). At the roundabout in front of the
exhibition centre, turn right onto “Senckenberganlage”. After
about 400m, turn right onto “Bockenheimer Anlage”. Follow the
road until you reach the junction by the opera house. Turn
right onto “Reuterweg”, and the office is located 50 m to your
left.

From Airport Frankfurt am Main
The Frankfurt Airport is located close to the Frankfurt city centre.
To reach us you can either take a taxi (approx. 15 minutes,
costs are around 30 Euros) or use public transport. The trains
are located at the underground train station for regional trains.
From there take the S8 or S9 to “Hanau Hauptbahnhof” or
“Offenbach Ost”. After about 20 minutes you will reach the stop
closest to us, “Taunusanlage”. Follow the walking directions as
described in the Public Transport section above.

